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INSEPARABLE ALGEBRAS 
Recently Sweedler [7] defined the notion of purely inseparable algebra: an 
algebra A over a ring K is called pum’y inseparable if the kernel of the multipli- 
cation map y: A OK A” + A is contained in the Jacobson radical of A & A”. 
Unfortunately Sweedler’s concept is far from being functorial. If A is a purely 
inseparable K-algebra and L is a commutative K-algebra, then one should wish to 
conclude that A &L is purely inseparable over L. But actually one has to 
impose a functoriality condition on the radical of A OK A” in order to assure the 
truth of this statement [7; proposition 6~1. 
In the present paper I investigate modifications of Sweedler’s definition in two 
directions. The first is to replace the Jacobson radical by a nil radical. It turns 
out that it does not matter which nil radical is being taken (in fact there is only 
one nil radical), and that the “nil-definition” is equivalent to the “Jacobson- 
definition” if the base ring K is a field. 
The second modification is to replace the enveloping algebra A @ A” by the 
ring A @ A. Again in the approach by means of a nil radical, this does not add 
anything new, and in the Jacobson radical approach both alternatives turn out 
to be equivalent if K is a field. 
The use of the nil radical in defining inseparability for commutative algebras 
is not new, see [4; (1.2.1)]. My concept being essentially the “morphisme 
radiciel” of [3; 1.3.7.21, I will speak of radicial a2gebra-s. 
It is noteworthy that radicial algebras are “rather” commutative, in the sense 
that they have only one ml radical (2.10) and that a radicial algebra with zero ml 
radical is commutative. This phenomenon is closely related to the commuta- 
tivity of certain rings where each element has a power belonging to the center 
[5; X.1, Theorem 21. 
The functorial behavior of my concept is better than Sweedler’s because the 
prime radical behaves more functorially than the Jacobson radical. The main 
result (2.7) is that the study of radicial algebras is entirely reduced to the study of 
radicial algebras over a field. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Every ring is supposed to have a unit, all ring morphisms are unit preserving. 
For a ring A, Z(A) denotes the center of A. 
DEFINITION (1.1). A ring morphism u: A -+ B is called 
(i) central if Z(A) is mapped into Z(B), 
(ii) an A-algebra (equivalently B is called an A-algebra) if u(A) C Z(B). 
For a ring A the prime radical, the upper nil radical, and the Jacobson radical 
will be denoted by Prm A, Nil A, and Jac A, respectively. Spec A denotes the set 
of prime ideals of A. 
DEFINITION (1.2). A ring morphism u: A -+ B is called spectral, if the map 
Spec u: Spec A -+ Spec B, P -+ u-l(P), is well defined. 
EXAMPLES (1.3). E xamples of spectral ring morphisms u: A --+ B: 
(i) Every A-algebra. 
(ii) B = A OK S, u(a) = a @ 1 (where A and S are supposed to be 
K-algebras). 
(iii) B = u(A) + Prm B. 
In the sequel I will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA (1.4). Let u: A -+ B be any ring morphism. 
(i) If u is spectral, then Prm A C u-1(R-m B). 
(ii) If u is injectiwe, then u-l(Prm B) C Prm A. 
(iii) If u is spectral and either u is injective or Spec u is surjective, then 
Prm A = u-l(Prm B). 
Proof. (i) and the second case of (iii) follow by the definition of Prm A as the 
intersection of all prime ideals of A. (ii) follows by the characterization of Prm A 
as the sum of all nilpotent ideals of A. 
If A is a commutative ring and u: A -+ B is an A-algebra, then for every 
x E Spec A there are defined the local ring A, , the residue field K(X), and the 
canonical ring morphisms 
and 
22, : h(x) ---f B @,k(x). 
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LEMMA (1.5). Let A be a commutative ring, u: A -+ B an A-algebra. For 
every b E B the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) b E Prm B. 
(ii) VxESpecA:b@lEPrmB,. 
(iii) Vx E Spec A : b @ 1 E Prm(B @A K(X)). 
Proof. 
(i) 3 (ii) * (iii). By (1.4, i): th e canonical morphisms B + B @ A, and 
B, -+ B @ K(X) are spectral by (1.3, ii). 
(iii) * (i). Take P E Spec B; then x = u-l(P) E Spec A by (1.3, i). The 
morphism B + B BA k(x) is composed of the surjection 
B 4 B @/, A/x = BIxB, 
and the localization 
B/xB 4 S-I(B/xB) N B @A h(x), 
where S consists of (the images in B/xB of) the nonzero elements of A/x. Because 
XB C P, P[xB is a prime ideal of B/xB; because S and PjxB are disjoint, 
P BA K(x) is a prime ideal of B BA h(x). Hence in B BA h(x) one has: b @ 1 E 
Prm(B @ K(x)) C P @ h(x). 
This implies the existence of s E A, s # x such that 
sbcP+xB = P. 
And because s $ P, s E Z(B), it follows that b E P. 
For any A-algebra u: A - B the tensor product B @A B is a ring, and the 
multiplication morphism 
m, :B@, B+B, b @ c + bc, 
is a morphism of B-B bimodules. The ideal of B aA B generated by Ker m,, will 
be denoted by I, . The following lemma is well known. 
LEMMA (1.6). Ker m, is generated, both as a left and as a right B module by 
the set 
{b@l -1 @bjbEB}. 
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2. RADICIAL MORPHISMS 
DEFINITION (2.1). A ring morphism u: A - B is called radiciaE if 
(i) u is an A-algebra: u(A) C Z(B), 
(ii) Ker m, C Prm(B @A B). 
Equivalently B is called a radicial A-algebra. 
Remark. Sweedler [7] uses the ring B @,., BO instead of B aa B. In the case 
of definition (2.1) this makes no difference, see (2.11). 
PROPOSITION (2.2). A ring morphism u: A + B is radicial if and only ;f the 
injection u(A) + B is radicial. 
Proof. B 6Juta) B = B @/, B. 
EXAMPLE (2.3). Every ring epimorphism u: A -+ B with commutative 
domain -4 is radicial. 
Proof. By [6; prop. 1.11, u epi * Ker m, = 0. 
PROPOSITION (2.4). Let u: A -+ B and v: B ---f C be ring morphisms 
(i) If both u and v are radicial, then so is v 0 u. 
(ii) If u is radicial and v is epi, then v 0 u is radicial. 
(iii) If v 0 u is radicial and v(B) C Z(C), then v is radicial. 
(iv) If v 0 u is radicial, u(A) C Z(B), and either v @ v is injective OY 
Spec (v @ v) is surjective, then u is radicial. 
Proof. For (i), (ii), and (iii) consider the commutative diagram (of C-C 
bimodule morphisms) 
0 --+ Ker meat, ---+c@AC-C 
I 1 77 / 
0 -- Ker m, A C@BC-----fC 
where x is the canonical surjection. Although T need not be a ring morphism, 
Kern is an ideal of C GA C: application of [2; 1.2, Lemme IO] yields that 
Ker x is the ideal of C @A C generated by the image of Ker m, under the 
mapping v @ v: B @A B -+ C @A C. 
By (1.3, ii) v @ v is a spectral ring morphism; hence for every prime ideal P 
of C @A C, (V @ v)-‘(P) E Spec(B @A B); so if u is radicial I, C (W @ v)-‘(P), 
whence Ker T == (v @ v)(&) C P. 
Now in case (i) x is a surjective ring morphism, hence Q = r(P) is a prime 
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ideal of C Be C and P = r’(Q) b ecause Ker m C P. Thus the radiciality of v 
implies 
Ker muOU C rr-l(Ker m,) C +(Prm(C Be C)) C n-r(Q) = P. 
So Ker mvOU C Prm(C @,, C); while clearly u 0 II is an A-algebra. This settles (i). 
If v is an epimorphism, by [6; 1.2(l)] v maps Z(B) into Z(C), hence B 0 u(A) C 
Z(C). Moreover by (1.6) and [6; Proposition 1. I] 
Ker mVOU C rr-l(Ker m,) = r-l(O) = Ker rr C P, 
for every prime ideal P of C gA C. This proves (ii). 
Statement (iii) follows from the fact that v is a spectral ring morphism: 
Ker m, = +Ker muOU) C rr(Prm(C aA C)) C Prm(C Be C). 
Finally by (1.3, ii) applied twice, the ring morphism v @ v is spectral. Thus 
statement (iv) is an immediate consequence of (1.4, iii): 
(v @ v)-l(Prm(C @A C)) = Prm(B @A B). 
Remarks. (1) The condition Spec(v @ v) surjective in (iv) is fulfilled if 
both v and Spec v are surjective. 
(2) The condition v @ v injective in (iv) is fulfilled if v is injective and 
both u and v are flat. In particular if C is a radicial algebra over the field A, then 
every subalgebra B of C is radicial too. This answers a question put by Sweedler 
[7; 15b]. 
PROPOSITION (2.5). Let K, L, M be commutative rings, let u: K -+ L, 01: L -+ A, 
v: K + M, /3: M -+ B, be ring morphisms. If both 01 and b are radicial, then so is 
CX@~/~:L@~M-+A&B. 
Proof. This follows from the next commutative diagram of canonical ring 
morphisms: 
(A OK B) OLQKM (A OK B) -L+ (A Or. 4 Ox (B 0~ B) 
1 
"=QS m,Qmfl 
A C&B 
id 
1 
l AO,B 
PROPOSITION (2.6). Let {ut : A, -+ B,, / t E Tj be a $&red inductive system of 
ring morphisms and let u: A --f B be the inductive limit of the system. If every ut 
is radicial, then so is u. 
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Proof. The inductive limit of algebras is an algebra [l ; 111.1.61, and canoni- 
cally [I; 11.6, Proposition 121 
l& B, BAt B, ~41 B BA B. 
teT 
For every t E T let vt : B, + B denote the canonical morphism. For any b E B 
there exist t E T, 6, E B, such that b = vt(b,) * vt @ vt is a spectral ring morphism 
by (1.3, ii). Hence (1.4, i) and (1.6) yield 
b @I 1 - 1 @ b = (vt @ vJ(b, @ 1 - 1 @b,) 
E (vt @ vt)(Prm(Bt @ B,)) C Prm(B @ B). 
Consequently Ker m, C Prm(B @ B). 
Radiciality is a local property, even a property of the fibers: 
THEOREM (2.7). For a commutative ring A and a ring morphism u: A + B the 
following statements are equivalent 
(i) u is radicial, 
(ii) Qx E Spec A, u, : A, + B, is radicial, 
(iii) Vx E Spec A, zi, : h(x) --+ B BA h(x) is radicia2, and u(A) C Z(B). 
Proof. (i) + (ii). By (2.5) 
(ii) =+ (iii). For any a E A, the set J, := {u(a) b - b.u(a)l b E B) is an 
A submodule of B, such that for every x E Spec A: (J& = 0; so Ja = 0 by 
[2; 11;3, Theorem 11. Hence u(a) C Z(B). The rest follows by (2.5). 
(iii) 3 (i). Follows by Lemma (1.5) f rom the canonical isomorphisms 
(B @A B) 63x4 x1 = P @A +N C&(z) (B @a W4h 
and 
Ker rn% cv (Ker m,) Ba k(x). 
For any ring A, Aree will denote the quotient ring A/Prm A. If u: A + B is a 
ring morphism, there is a unique ring morphism +$d : Ared -+ Bred such that 
Ufed 0 01 = @ o u, where 01: A + Ared and fi: B * Bred are the canonical projec- 
tions. 
THEOREM (2.8). For a ringmorphism u: A + B the following statements are 
equivalent. 
0) u is radicial. 
(ii) ur@j is radicial and u(A) C Z(B). 
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Proof. Let or: A + Ared and /3: B + Bred stand for the canonical projections. 
(i) =- (ii). Because u(A) C Z(B), also z&&&d) C Z(&d). Further 
@ed 0 a! = p 0 u is radicial by (2.4, ii), whence r&d is radicial by (2.4, iii). 
(ii) +- (i). Because p is surjective, so is /I @ ,6, and 
Ker(fi 0 B) = (Ker B) 0 B + B 0 (Ker P>, 
= (Prm B) @ B + B @ (Prm B) C Prm(B @ B). 
So Spec(/3 @ 18) is defined and surjective. Now /3 0 u = urea 0 01 is radicial by 
(2.3) and (2.4, i), and u is radicial by (2.4, iv). 
The strength of the preceding theorem is that it reduces the study of radicial 
algebras to the commutative (and reduced) case, as follows from the next 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION (2.9). If u: A + B is a radicial ring morphism, then 
(i) Vb,cEB:bc-ccbEPrmB. 
(ii) Bred = B/Prm B is commutative. 
Proof. For arbitrary u, one has in B aA B 
(bc - cb) @ 1 
= (b @ l)(c @ 1 - 1 @ c) + (1 @ c)(b 0 1 - 1 0 b) + (1 @ cb - cb @ 1) 
E(B@~B)*K~~~,CI,. 
So if i: B + B @ B, b -+ b @ 1, is the embedding in the first coordinate, then 
bc - cb e i-l&). 
If u is radicial, (1.4, ii) implies 
bc - cb E i-l(Iu) C i-l(Prm(B 6~ B)) C Prm B. 
This proves (i) whereas (ii) is obvious. 
COROLLSRY (2.10). If u: A -+ B is a radicial ring morphism, then 
(i) Nil B = Prm B 
(ii) Nil(B @A B) = Prm(B BA B) 
Proof. The ring Bred is (2.9) a commutative ring without nil ideals; in 
particular the nil ideal (Nil B)/Prm B is zero. The same argument applies in the 
second case, because (B @ B)red being a quotient ring of the commutative ring 
B,,d @ Bred , is commutative. 
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For any ring B let B” denote the opposite ring, for a ring morphism u: A -+ B 
let yU stand for the multiplication morphism 
yu:B@,B”+B, 6 @ co -+ bc. 
An important consequence of (2.8) and (2.9) is, that it makes no difference if in 
the definition (2.1) of radicial morphisms, B @ B and m, are replaced by 
B @ B” and yU , respectively: 
THEOREM (2.11). For an A-algebra u: A -+ B the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) u is radicial. 
(ii) Ker yU C Prm(B aA B”). 
Proof. By (2.8) the first statement is equivalent to the radiciality of r&d : 
A red -+ Bred . In the same way is proved that (ii) is equivalent to the condition 
Ker yured C Prm(&,d @ Bz,,). Now the theorem follows from the fact that both 
(i) and (ii) imply, by (2.9) and its equivalent, respectively, Bred @ BFed = 
Bred @ Bred and yu,,, = mUred .
3. RADICIAL ALGEBRAS OVER A FIELD 
In this section theorem (2.7) is elaborated and some consequences of (2.8) 
and (2.9) are presented. 
THEOREM (3.1). Let K be a$eld of characteristicp, and let A be a K-akebra. 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(9 A is radicial over K. 
(ii) A red = A/Prm A is a field, purely inseparable extension of K. 
(iii) eitherp > OandQbEA,3eEN:b”BEK, 
(iv) 
69 
(Vi> 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(3 
Proof. 
orp=OandA=K@PrmA. 
QbEA, b@l-l@bisnilpotentinA@,A. 
For every field extension E j K, (A & E)*ee is a Jield. 
(A OK A)red is a$eld. 
(A OK A)ree is a division ring. 
(A OK Abee is a simple ring and Ared is commutative. 
(A 6& A& N Aree and Ared is commutative. 
(i) - (ii). Ared is commutative by (2.9) and radicial over K by (2.8). 
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If p = 0, K is perfect whence &d @ &d is reduced [3; IV.4.6.11. Thus the 
multiplication &d @ &d --f ,&d is an isomorphism, and consequently 
.&d N K. If p > 0, choose b E &d , 6 # 0; as b @ 1 - 1 @ b is nilpotent 
there exists e E N such that 
6”” (g 1 - 1 @ w = (b @ 1 - 1 @ by = 0. 
Consequently b” E K and thus bp” is invertible and so is b. 
(ii) =S (iii) =S (iv). Trivial. 
(iv) => (i). If for some n E N, (b @ 1 - 1 @ b)” = 0, b is algebraic over 
K and the subalgebra K[b] generated by b, being commutative, is radicial over 
K. Thus for every b E A, K[6] is radicial over K, and so is A by (2.6). 
(i) =S (v). For every field extension E 1 K, A OK E is radicial over E by 
(2.5). Now (A OK ,?&d is a field by the implication (i) 3 (ii). 
(v) * (vi). First take E = K to get that &d is a field. Next take E = Ared 
to get that (A @ A)red , which is canonically isomorphic to (A @ &&red , is a 
field. 
(vi) => (vii). Trivial. 
(vii) ~j (i). Prm(A @ A) is the unique maximal sub-&A-bimodule of 
A @ A, and contains Ker m, . 
(i) = (viii). Follows from the implications (i) 3 (vii) and (i) 3 (ii). 
(viii) =+ (ix). Consider the diagram 
Ared @Ared L (Area @Ared)red = (A @&ed 
A red 
where rr is the canonical surjection, m is the multiplication morphism (which is 
a ring morphism because Ared is commutative), and f is the unique ring morphism 
making the diagram commutative. (A @ A)red being simple,fis an isomorphism. 
(ix) =z= (i). In the above diagram, if f is an isomorphism, then Ker m = 
Ker 7~ = Prm(A,ed @ Ared). Hence Ared is radicial over K, and so is A (2.8). 
As a corollary the following holds. 
PROPOSITION (3.2). For an A-algebra u: A -+ B the following statements are 
equivalent. 
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(i) 21 is radicial. 
(ii) Ker m, C Nil(B @QA B). 
(iii) V b E B, b @ 1 - 1 @ b is nilpotent in B aA B. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) => (iii). Trivial. 
(iii) 3 (i). The condition (iii) is inherited by residue fields: One may 
suppose A to be commutative (2.2). Now choose x E Spec A. For every 
z E B aA K(x), z @ 1 - 1 @ z is nilpotent in (B @A k(x)) &&B aA k(x)). 
Thus by (3.1, iv 3 i), B QA K(X) is a radicial R(x)-algebra. Now the statement 
follows from (2.7, iii 3 i). 
Remark. The statements of Theorem (3.1) remain true if everywhere Prm R 
is replaced by Nil R and Rred by R/Nil R. The proof follows the same lines. For 
later use I lift out one of these statements: 
PROPOSITION (3.3). An algebra A over a field K is radicial if and on& ;f 
A/Nil A is a purely inseparable field extension of K. 
Proof. “if”. Clearly for every a E A, a @ 1 - 1 0 a is nilpotent in A @ A, 
and (3.2, iii * i) applies. 
“only if.” A/Nil A is a quotient ring of A/Prm A, which is a purely 
inseparable field extension of K by (3.1, i 3 ii). 
4. COMPARISON WITH SWEEDLER’S CONCEPT 
This section is devoted to the comparison of three possible definitions of 
inseparability: the one of (2. l), S weedler’s one in [7], and an intermediate form 
of the two. 
DEFINITION (4.1). Let U: A --f B be an A-algebra. 
(i) zc is called J-radicial if Ker m, C Jac(B aA B). 
(ii) u is called S-radicial if Ker yu C Jac(B aA B”). 
Remarks. (1) J stands for “Jacobson”, S is in honor of Sweedler. 
(2) The two concepts in (4.1) coincide if A is a field (4.7) or more generally 
if A is absolutely flat (4.10). 
LEMMA (4.2). Let i: A -+ B be a ring morphism such that fw every left ideal 
J # A of A, B * i(J) # B. Then i-‘( Jac B) C Jac A. 
Proof. Take y E i-i( Jac B). Let M be a maximal left ideal of A. Then 
B . i(J) is contained in a maximal left ideal N of B, and i(y) EN. Suppose if 
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possible, that y 6 M; then M + Ay = A and B * i(M) + B * i(y) = B, hence 
N + i(y) = B, and i(y) 6 N. This is a contradiction; thus y E M. Consequently 
y E Jac B. 
PROPOSITION (4.3). Let II: A + B be an A-algebra. If u is either J-radicial or 
S-radicial, then 
(i) Vb,cEB:bc-cbE JacB, 
(ii) B/ Jac B is commutative. 
Proof. The ring morphism i: B + B aA B, b -+ b @ 1 splits as a B-module 
morphism: m, o i = idB . Consequently i fulfills the conditions of the preceding 
lemma, and i-l(Jac(B @ B)) C Jac B. Now f i u is J-radicial, then just as in the 
proof of (2.9) 
V b, c E B : bc - cb E i-l&) C i-l(Jac(B @ B)) C Jac B. 
In case u is S-radicial, the proof is similar. 
Remark (4.4). For any A-algebra U: A + B, the multiplication m, : 
B @A B + B generally is not a ring morphism. For elements x = x:i xi’ @ xi , 
y = zjyj‘ @yj of B @ B one has, that 
mu(xy) - m,(x) . m,(y) = C xi’(Yj’xi - %Yi’) Yj j 
i.j 
belongs to the commutator ideal of B. 
Let p: B -+ B/Jac B be the canonical surjection. If B/Jac B is commutative 
clearly p 0 m, is a ring morphism. In this case p 0 m, factorizes over 
(B @ B)/Jac(B @ B): th ere exists a unique ring morphism 
fi, : (B @ B)/Jac(B @ B) -+ B/Jac B, 
making the following diagram, where r is the canonical surjection, commutative. 
77 P 
(B @ B)/ Jac(B @ B) 2s B/ Jac B. 
Notice that the existence of @i, (as a bimodule morphism) is equivalent to the 
condition 
Jac(B @ B) C rn;l( Jac B). 
THEOREM (4.5). For an A-algebra u: A + B the following statements are 
equivalent. 
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(i) u is J-radicial. 
(ii) m;‘(Jac B) = Jac(B aA B). 
(iii) m;‘(Jac B) C Jac(B QA B). 
(iv) (a) B/ Jac B is J-radicial over A, and 
(b) B BA(Jac B) + (Jac B) @A B C Jac(B BA B); (with an obvious 
abuse of notation). 
(4 B/Jac B is commutative and the induced morphism (4.4) 
B, : (B QA B)/ Jac(B aa B) ---f B/ Jac B, is an isomorphism 
_-. 
Proof, (i) 2 (ii). Let M be a maximal left ideal of B @ B. Then M = u(M) 
is a left ideal of B with m;‘(R) = M + Ker m, = M. For any b E B, b $ m, 
onehasl @b$M;sothereexistxsB@BandycMsuchthatx*(l @b)+ 
y = 1 @ 1; thus m,(x) * b + m,(y) = 1. As a consequence 8J is a maximal 
left ideal of B. Hence rn;‘( Jac B) C Jac(B @ B). The opposite inclusion follows 
by (4.3, ii) from the last remark in (4.4). 
(ii) + (iii). Trivial. 
(iii) * (i). Ker m, C m;‘( Jac B) C Jac(B @ B). 
(i) a (iv). In the notation of (4.4), (a) follows from the surjectivity of 
p @ p: B @ B ---f B/ Jac B @ Bl Jac B. And (b) is a consequence of the implica- 
tion (i) * (iii) because B @ (Jac B) + (Jac B) @ B C m;‘(Jac B). 
(iv) z- (v). B/ Jac B is commutative by (a) and (4.3, ii). Because p @ p 
is surjective, (b) implies 
Ker( p @ p) = B @ (Jac B) + (Jac B) @ B C Jac(B @ B). 
Again because p @ p is surjective, 
(P @p)-l(Jac(B/Jac B @ B/Jac B)) = Jac(B @I B). 
Combined with the commutativity of morphisms 
this yields that ifi, is injective, hence is an isomorphism. 
(v) * (ii). Trivial. 
Remark. A similar theorem can be proved for S-radicial algebras. 
(4.6) Sweedler introduced in [7; definition 31 the concept of GB-radical: The 
A-algebra B is said to have GB-radical if for each A-algebra S 
(Jac B) BA S C Jac(B @,, S); 
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with continuing abuse of notation. If B is an A-algebra with GB-radical, in 
particular 
(Jac B) @ B C Jac(B @ B) and (Jac B) @ B” C Jac(B @ B”). 
Because the “twist” morphisms 
and 
B@B-+B@B, b@c+c@b, 
B @ B” -+ B @ B”, b @ co -+ c @ b”, 
are an isomorphism and an antiisomorphism of rings, respectively, one also has 
for an A-algebra B with GB-radical: 
B @ (Jac B) C Jac(B @ B) and B @ (Jac B)” C Jac(B @ B”). 
Hence the following proposition holds, which is a corollary to (4.3, ii) and to 
(4.5, i ct- iv) and its counterpart for S-radicial algebras. 
COROLLARY (4.6). If the 14-algebra B has GB-radical, then B is J-radicial 
over A if and only if B is S-radicial over A. 
THEOREM (4.7). For an algebra A over a$eld K the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) -4 is S-radicial over K. 
(ii) A is J-radicial over K. 
(iii) A is radicial over K. 
Proof. (i) 3 (iii). Sweedler showed [7; Theorem IO] that every a E A is 
algebraic over K. Consequently, for every a E A, a 01” - 1 @ a0 is an alge- 
braic element of Jac(A @ A”), hence is nilpotent. Now (iii) follows by (3.1, 
iv 3 i). 
(ii) => (iii) is proved similarly. 
(iii) 1 (i) and (iii) 3 (ii) are trivial. 
In supplement to [7; Theorem 121, (3.1) and (3.3) I prove 
THEOREM (4.8). For an algebra A over a jeld K the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) A is radicial over K. 
(ii) A/Jac A is a Jield, purely inseparable extension of K, and 
(Jac A) @I~ A + A &( Jac A) C Jac(A OK A). 
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(iii) (A OK A)/Jac(A OK A) is a fzeld. 
(iv) (A OK A)/Jac(A OK A) is a division ring. 
(4 (A OK 4lJa+ OK 4 . zs a simple ring and AjJac A is commutative. 
(vi) A/Jac A is commutative and the induced morphism (4.4) 
(A & A)/ Jac(A OK A) -+ A/ Jac A is an isomorphism. 
(vii) (a) For every Jield extension E I K, (A OK E)/Jac(A @I~ E) is a 
field, and (b) (Jac A) OK A + A &( Jac A) C Jac(A 6& A). 
Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) has been proved by 
Sweedler [7; Theorem 121. The equivalence of (i) and (vi) is (4.5, i c-v), 
combined with (4.7, ii * iii). 
(i) => (vii). For every field extension E 1 K, (A @ E)/Prm(A @ E) is a 
field (3.1, i 3 v) and so is its quotient ring (A @ E)/Jac(A @ E). This settles 
(a) whereas (b) follows from (4.7, iii => ii) and (4.5, i 3 iv). 
(vii) 3 (iii). Take E = K to yield that A = A/Jac A is a field. Next 
take E = A to yield that (A @ A)/Jac(A @ A) is a field. Now (b) implies the 
existence of a surjective ring morphism 
A @A+A@A -+ (A @ A)/ Jac(A @ A). 
This surjection factorizes over the field (A @ A)/Jac(A @A), hence 
(A @ A)/ Jac(A @ A) is a field. 
In answer to a question put by Sweedler [7; 15a] the following holds as an 
immediate corollary to (4.8), (4.7), and (4.3). 
PROPOSITION (4.9). An algebra A over a field K is (S-) radicial if and 
only if Jac A is a nil ideal and A/ Jac A is a purely inseparablefield extension of K. 
PROPOSITION (4.10). Let II: A + B be a J-radicial A-algebra and suppose A 
to be commutative. Each of the following conditions imply the radiciality of u. 
(i) A is absolutely jat (von Neumann regular). 
(ii) A is x-regular (9 A,eo is absolutelyflat). 
(iii) B BA B has GB-radical (4.6) as un A-algebra. 
(iv) V x E Spec A, (Jac(B OR B)) Ba k(x) C Jac(B @,., B BA h(x)). 
Proof. (i) is a special case of (ii). Both (ii) and (iii) imply (iv): in the case of 
(iii) this is obvious, in case (ii) it follows from the fact that every prime ideal x 
of A is maximal, so that the canonical mapping A ---f K(X) is a surjection. Finally 
(iv) implies that B @ K(X) is ]-radicial, h ence (4.7, ii => iii) radicial, over K(X) 
for every x E Spec A; now u is radicial by (2.7, iii => i). 
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